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Cluster Meeting for All Members
Chapter #216 Mended Hearts, Mission Viejo invites all Mended Hearts and friends to join us
for a day of learning and fun. On Saturday, October 23, 2010 we are holding a Cluster meeting
with interesting topics, entertainment and a great Continental breakfast and fabulous lunch, all
provided by Chapter 216 and Mission Hospital. Enclosed are the agenda (Pg. 7), the
registration form (Insert) and directions. Please RSVP to Pat Piecuch at the e-mail address
or mailing address listed at the bottom of the Registration Form. We need your response by
October 12 for the food order and to insure that we have enough seating. You can attend all or
part of the day.
You will be mesmerized by the Mummies of Egypt and their heart disease issues. You will also learn
new invaluable information on Heart Failure and Cardiac Stress Management. The luncheon
entertainment will be amazing and amusing, and is
designed to fulfill one of our tenants of “laughter is
Chapter 216 Meetings
good for the heart.”

Meeting Schedule

This will be a great chance to learn and meet people
from other chapters who have had the same experiences
that we have. If you need more information or have
any questions please contact Pat Piecuch at her
e-mail address, piecooker@sbcglobal.net or call Lee
Goode at 949-661-8155. We look forward to seeing
you all and remember……

“It Is Great To Be Alive…..And
To Help Others”
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Oct 23 - Cluster Meeting,
Nov 17 - Patients Roundtable
Dec 5 - Annual Gala Dinner
Jan 19 - Rapid Response
Mission Hospital
Conference Center
26726 Crown Valley Parkway
Mission Viejo, CA
Meetings start at 7 PM

Chapter 216 Board of Directors and Contacts
Officers

Members at Large

President ……….Fred Damiano
Ph 949-831-4181
E-mail: fdamiano@mac.com
Vice President .....Open
Executive Assistant... Pat Piecuch
Ph 949-830-1475
Treasurer………...Alex Neil
Ph 949-366-8477
E-mail: ajneil@cox.net
Membership …….Harry Taormina
Ph 949-360-9826
Sunshine ………...Joyce Gordon
Ph 949-768-3063
Telephone Chair ..Bessie Roussakis
Ph 949-661-8535
Visitors Chair ……Barbara Lane
Ph 949-859-3400
E-mail: bandbofmv@cox.net
Visitor Co-Chair ...Dee Nangle
Ph 949-582-2719
Fund Raising …….Marty Lipson
Ph 949-586-3596
E-mail: mardi28@sbcglobal.com
V.P. Circulation ...Bob Lane
Ph 949-859-3400
Newsletter Editor ...Lee Goode
Ph 949-661-8155
E-mail: lee.goode@cox.net

Dennis Galloway...
Ph 714-381-1906
E-mail: drgalloway@cox.net
Lonnie Camilleri
PH 949-362-3944
lonniecamilleri@hotmail.com

Mission Hospital
Cardiac Nurse ...Carol Catalano
Ph 949-364-7755
Secretary ………..Helen Scotece
Ph 949-364-7755
E-mail: hscotece@mhr.stjoe.org

Have you
hugged
a mended
heart
lately?

Regional Contacts
Regional Director
George Mitchell
E-mail: eagle6@astound.net

Assistant Regional Director
Jeanece Varndell
E-mail: mmjv@cox.net

Webb Contacts:
Chapter 216 ...Open

National Headquarters:
www.mendedhearts.org

It’s great to be alive—
And to help others!

Note to recent heart surgery patients and others considering membership:
We hope all of you who have undergone heart surgery or other heart procedures will seriously consider
joining Mended Hearts. You will receive the next three issues of this newsletter to help you get acquainted
with who we are and what we do. Of course you already know about our most important activity—visiting
heart patients and their families before and immediately after surgery. We hope your Mended Hearts Visitor
made a positive difference during your surgical experience. We invite you and your family to attend some of
our upcoming monthly meetings (Third Wednesday each month, see page 1). We welcome you and your
family as our guests and would enjoy having you join us as members (application, pg 11). We have shared a
special experience, either as surgical patients or as caregivers and together we can smooth the path for each
other and for those who follow down the same path in the future.
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The 30th Annual Orange County Heart walk on September 19th, 2010 had over 6,000
walkers of all ages. This year the American Heart Association raised $1,200,000 to
fund cardiovascular and stroke research, as well as education and prevention programs.
Although I was unable to attend due to a neck injury, I know it must have been
amazing to see all the red t-shirts and caps of the survivors lined up ready to walk for
themselves or in tribute of someone who has battled heart disease. I am sure that it was
an emotional and inspirational day for all involved.
Thank you to all those who were able to join us last month. We had a great turnout with ninety-five in
attendance. Dr Thomas reported the results of the recent cardiology studies at Mission Hospital and across the
nation.
Don't miss this month's cluster meeting on October 23, 2010. We are hosting a
day filled with interesting topics, entertainment, a great continental breakfast
and a fabulous lunch. The entire event is being hosted by our chapter and
Mission Hospital. Chapters in our surrounding area are invited to attend. Please
plan on attending. I promise you will not be disappointed. The agenda and
registration form are enclosed.
If you have thoughts on topics for future speakers and/or fundraising for our
chapter, please call me.

GOD Bless,
Fred
Have You Hugged a Mended Hearts Lately
and Remember............"It's great to be alive and to help others"
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Profiles
(By Harry Taormina)
PAUL BUEHLER, a new heart patient and a newly recruited member of our notable
Mended Heart Chapter, was born October 10, 1943 in Dayton, Ohio. At the age of five,
he and his family moved west. They settled in the beautiful city of LaVerne,
California. Paul started his public school education there and went to Rynon grammar
school. He later went to Bonita High School and graduated in1961.
After high school Paul enrolled at Mount San Antonio Junior College better known as “Mt. Sac.” He later
went to San Diego State University and graduated from there in 1965 as a Clinical Psychologist.
Upon completing college, Paul joined the navy and entered their Pilot Training Program in Pensacola,
Florida. After much ground school work, Paul learned to fly an aircraft. He soon learned to fly Multi-Engine
Aircraft and was trained in the E-2 Hawkeye Radar Aircraft. You may have seen these large planes with a
big mushroom on the fuselage that was probably Paul at the controls. He flew radar flights for the navy for
about three years. Paul then became an instructor pilot at Corpus Christi, Texas Naval Base.
Paul left the navy in 1972 and applied for a Pilots job with Eastern Airlines. He was accepted and he was a
pilot for them for fifteen years. Eastern Airlines went out of business around 1987. Paul then became a pilot
for United Airlines and flew for them until 2001 at which time he retired.
While Paul was with Eastern Airlines he met his wife Barbara and they were married in 1975. They have one
daughter. Holly who has two children, Lanis and Sydney. Paul and Barbara baby sit them about three days a
week. That's just about the right length of time to really spoil them and I'm sure they love it.
In May of this year Paul and a couple of his buddies went to England. They rented a boat for one week and
cruised a portion of the hundreds of miles of canals that permeate the English countryside. Towards the end
of the trip, Paul started having chest pains and not feeling well. He dismissed it as probably indigestion. He
finished the trip and flew home. All the while having chest pains and having an overall sick feeling. Soon
after arriving home, Paul went to the E.R. at Mission Hospital. They admitted him into the hospital and it
wasn't long before Paul had a stent. However, things got worse, the stent became blocked and he developed
what is called Dressler's disease. Paul was in the hospital for nine days and during that time Paul came close
to not making it. However, Paul is now in fine shape and doing great. The good Lord was looking out for you
Paul. He kept you alive all the way home from England. God Bless You!

“Have you hugged a
Mended Heart lately!!”
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Members Page—October 2010
Chapter 216 Membership—304
October Birthdays

Oct. Mendaversaries

Josephine Hicks…………... 10/2
Marion Martin……………. 10/2
John Sullivan……………... 10/6
Fred Damiano…………….. 10/7
John Elliott………………... 10/9
Paul Buehler……………… 10/10
Alice Harrison……………. 10/16
Don Svehla……………….. 10/24
Dee Nangle……………….. 10/25
Marilyn Sullens…………... 10/25
Irene Donoghue…………... 10/27
Frank Bold……………….. 10/28
Louise Hornbeck…………. 10/28
Lonnie Camilleri…………. 10/30

Marty Lipson…………… 10/4/1989
David Lazzara………….. 10/11 1990
Darrell Schmidt………… 10/31/1990
John West………………. 10/16/1997
Rae Faigin……………… 10/21/1998
Ron Gardon……………... 10/9/1998
Alex Neil……………….. 10/11/1999
Fred Damiano…………... 10/18/2000
Jim Frey………………… 10/10/2002
Joyce Huston…………… 10/19/2004
John Gordon……………. 10/15/2006
John Toth……………….. 10/24/2008
Jeannine Leaper………… 10/15/2009

Visitors Report
8/16—9/15 2010
MO
06
05
0

Entertainment Books
Fundraiser for Chapter 216

YTD
105
68
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The 2011 Entertainment Books are ready to be picked
up from Cardiac Rehab or from Marty. All kinds of
discounts for dinning, movies, retail shopping, food,
electronics, and many more items are available for
your enjoyment. Not only do you save when you buy
Visitors:
Tony Marotti, Darrell Schmidt, Dennis Galloway, Jim the Entertainment Book but you help support Mended
Hearts. The books are only $35.00 each and part of
Conder, Ed Rocco
that goes to help fund our operations. It is a great gift
Visitors Coordinator For months as follows:
along with being a good investment. To purchase
Oct. Barb Lane 859-3400
your entertainment Book contact:
Nov. Susan Goldberg 768-0913
Dec. Barb Lane 859-3400

Monthly Totals
Visitors
Telephone

Marty Lipson at (949) 586-3596
or
Carol Catalano or Helen Scotece at Cardiac
Rehab (949) 364-7755

We will see you at the Cluster meeting on Saturday
the 26th. There will be some great talks and a lot of
good information for all Mended Hearts.

Barb Lane & Dee Nangle
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Carols Corner
Dear Ones,
We had a great “Heart Walk.” The Mission Hospital Cardiac Rehab Group
and Mended Hearts raised almost $5,000 for the American Heart Association.
Your support was fantastic.
Don’t forget the Cluster Meeting as we have some great programs and a
wonderful lunch (see page 7) for all of you. RSVP to Pat Piecuch
by mail or e-mail using the Registration Form so we have enough food for all.

Carol, SHMBO
Not far down the road is our Holiday Gala, December 5 at 12 Noon. We have a great new
venue this year at Arroyo Trabuco Golf Course on Avery Blvd. - just around the corner
from the Hospital. We will have directions and full details in the next Ticker Talker. We
have sampled the food and it is fantastic. The view is great and the room spectacular.
Everything is on the ground floor and just steps from the parking lot. So, plan on joining us
for the “Mission Hospital/Mended Hearts celebration. The price is still $15.00 per person
and we will need your reservation….but we will have all the details next time. As always
all Mended Hearts and those that are becoming one are invited.

Patient Discussion Group
With Carol and staff
Every third Wednesday of the month, at 5:30 PM, the Cardiac Patient Discussion
Group meets in the Conference Center prior to the regular Mended Hearts meeting.
The group discussion is for all new patients and all others who are interested in
finding out more about life with heart disease. Come and join the group it’s
interesting and enjoyable. There is no cost and no tests just good discussions.
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TRIGLYCERIDE AND WAIST MEASUREMENTS PREDICT HEART DISEASE RISK
Two simple measurements—waist circumference and triglycerides—can help identify patients with intraabdominal obesity who have an increased risk of coronary artery disease, according to a study published
online July 19 in the Canadian Medical Association Journal. Researchers also
believe that the measurements can add value in detecting the risk of heart
disease when used with traditional risk models, such as one derived from the
Framingham Heart Study. Researchers also noted that the measurements are
easy and inexpensive to obtain and that they can help identify patients whose
heart disease risk might be missed if their other risk factors, such as blood
pressure or family history, are considered normal or healthy. The study
involved more than 2,000 people and the results proved true for both men and
women. Triglycerides are fats found in the bloodstream. Triglycerides, along
with LDL and HDL cholesterol, make up your total cholesterol profile.

POOR DIABETES CONTROL MAY BE LINKED
TO LOW VITAMIN D LEVELS
Vitamin D deficiency is common among patients with diabetes and may help contribute to poor blood glucose
control, a recent study suggests. The study, presented at the Endocrine Society’s annual meeting in June,
suggests that vitamin D has an active role in the development of Type 2 diabetes. In the study of 124 patients
with Type 2 diabetes, 91 percent of them had less than optimal vitamin D levels and only six percent were
taking vitamin D supplements at the start of the study. Researchers also found that lower vitamin D levels
were found in patients with higher average blood sugars. They suggested that for patients with Type 2
diabetes, screening for vitamin D levels and supplementation, if needed, could help improve the health
outcomes and help those patients manage their blood sugar levels.

REPORT SHOWS PATIENTS WITH CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
CAN FLY SAFELY
Most people with cardiovascular disease (CVD) who are not critically ill can fly safely
on commercial aircraft, according to a report from the British Cardiovascular Society.
The report states that an airplane’s cabin environment poses little threat. Instead, the
criteria that should determine the safety or appropriateness of a patient flying is the
stability or instability of the patient’s condition and the likelihood of a spontaneous
event occurring while in flight. The report also offers guidance to help avoid deep vein
thrombosis (DVT), the formation of a blood clot in a deep vein, often in the leg.
Research has shown that long airline flights, as well as long rides in a car or train, can
significantly raise the risk of DVT, particularly among people who are at higher risk,
such as individuals who are obese, pregnant or who have vascular disease. Preventive steps include walking
around during a trip (when possible), drinking plenty of fluids (excluding caffeine and alcohol), wearing
compression stockings and taking a low molecular-weight heparin, an anticoagulant medication.
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Anxiety May Help Predict Heart Disease
Later in Life
Research suggests doctors should
investigate the feelings of heart patients.
Don’t worry, be heart happy.
It turns out that anxiety, while a valuable response when it
results in you taking extra precautions in a potentially
dangerous situation, can significantly raise your risk of
developing coronary heart disease (CHD). Recent research,
published in the June 29 issue of the Journal of the American
College of Cardiology (JACC), found that anxious people had
around a 25 percent greater risk of CHD and an almost 50
percent higher risk of cardiac death during an 11-year period Share any feelings of anxiousness
with your primary care physician,
following a diagnosis of anxiety.
who can screen you for anxiety and
Anxiety is a general term for conditions characterized by
refer you to a specialist if needed.
nervousness, fear, apprehension and worry. Mild anxiety can
leave you with a vague and unsettling feeling, but won’t interfere with day-to-day living. More severe
anxiety disorders can be debilitating and can damage relationships and have a significantly detrimental
effect on your ability to get through the day.
Cleveland Clinic psychiatrist Leo Pozuelo, MD, associate director of the Bakken Heart-Brain Institute, says
that anxiety is only just now getting this kind of attention, after depression and its effects on heart disease
have been studied for many years. He adds that the JACC study underscores the importance of screening
patients for anxiety, particularly if they are at risk of heart disease. Still, there remain many unanswered
questions about how anxiety directly affects heart health.
"This is great data, but we don’t yet know the mechanistic links, the cause and effect with anxiety and heart
disease," Dr. Pozuelo says. "And we don’t yet have specific data on the
best treatment for anxiety if you also have heart disease."

Treating anxiety
Though anxiety and depression are separate conditions, they frequently
overlap. The Anxiety Disorder Association of America reports that about
half of the individuals diagnosed with depression are also
diagnosed with an anxiety disorder.
While researchers continue to explore whether treating depression can be
shown through clinical trials to improve the cardiovascular health of heart
patients, it remains to be seen whether treating anxiety can do the same.
But Dr. Pozuelo says that it stands to reason that if your mental outlook is
healthy, you’re more likely to exercise, eat right and adhere to your
medications and doctor’s appointments.
(Continued on page 10
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"The rationale is the same," Dr. Pozuelo says. "Treating anxiety will improve your quality of life. If daily
functioning is improved, you leave the door open for better heart-health behaviors. And we do know, for
example, that cognitive behavior therapy is effective in patients with defibrillators."

Diagnosing anxiety
Diagnosing anxiety usually starts with a simple screening test that takes only minutes to complete. There are
several screening tools used by physicians, but most are simply pen-and-paper questionnaires that ask about
when and how much you worry, feel afraid and find your feelings of anxiety interfering with your daily life.
When it comes to heart health and anxiety, one of the most obvious examples can be found in what is
commonly known as "white coat hypertension." It’s not uncommon for a patient to have elevated blood
pressure when it’s measured at a doctor’s office, but a lower level when he checks his blood pressure at home.
Diagnosing anxiety also can be a little more complicated among
some heart patients because heart palpitations, for example, could be
related to an arrhythmia or feelings of anxiousness. "Don’t assume
that the symptoms you’re having are purely anxiety," Dr. Pozuelo
says. He adds that reporting palpitations, including details about
when they occur (after eating, lying in bed, in traffic, etc.) and how
long they last will help your physician understand your condition.
And he strongly urges patients to never hesitate telling their doctors
about anxious feelings.
"Clinicians are becoming more comfortable recognizing anxiety and
treating it or referring patients for treatment," Dr. Pozuelo says. "We
shouldn’t ignore the emotional part of heart disease. It’s important to
know how patients are coping emotionally."

WHAT YOU
SHOULD KNOW
Symptoms of Anxiety include:
Palpitations or even a slow
heart beat.
Feelings of being smothered
or a shortness of breath.
Excessive worry about
everyday matters.
Insomnia and nightmares.
Feeling as though you are in
a dream while awake.
Indigestion, heartburn and
gastrointestinal distress.
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For E-mail copy

Type of Procedure: STENT (PCI)____ MI_____ BYPASS____ANEURYSM_____ HEART VALVE_______
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Ticker Talker
Mission Hospital Cardiac Rehab Center
26732 Crown Valley Parkway, Suite 281
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Return Service Requested
Dated Material

The purpose of this organization is to offer help, support and
encouragement to heart patients and their families and to
achieve this objective in the following manner:
1. To visit with physician approval, and to offer encouragement to
disease patients and their families.
2. To distribute information of specific educational value to members of the Mended Hearts, Inc. and to heart disease patients
and their families.
3. To establish and maintain a program of assistance to physicians, nurses, medical professionals, and healthcare organizations in education and research activities pertaining to heart
disease.
4. To cooperate with other organizations in education and research activities pertaining to heart disease.
5. To assist established heart disease rehabilitation programs for
members and their families.
6. To plan and conduct suitable programs of social and educational interest for members and for heart disease patients and
their families.
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